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Origins of the Deep Transitions idea

• Sustainability transitions research addresses the need to 
move away from single socio-technical system analysis 
towards analysis of change of the economy/society: Deep 
Transitions is about the change of multiple systems.

• There’s a sense of living at a (huge) turning point in history! 
This sense is based on indicators (for climate, biodiversity 
and inequality crises) as well as a growing felt need for 
fundamental change. But can we ground this sense in a 
theory? Deep Transitions is about a long-term historical 
interpretation, connected to discussions about the 
Industrial Revolution, Modernization and Capitalism.  



Modern societies consist 
of socio-technical systems 
provisioning basic needs



Which systems to include?

• Classic systems: Mobility, Energy, Food, Water, Housing? 

• What about the following ones? Communication, 
Healthcare, Education, Security & Defense, 
Entertainment, Trancendence (Religion)? Others?

• Industry? Research? (second-order systems?)



What is at stake 
in socio-technical 
system change?

Socio-technical Regime. Source: Original graphic.



Why is 
socio-technical 
system change 
important?

System optimisation, redesign and innovation. Source: Adapted from Weterings et al 1997.



The relevance of Deep Transitions research

• Our ecological and social challenges and economic 
growth are generated by the totality of systems of the 
past.

• These systems keep each other in place. Changing 
one system without the others is difficult.

• System change has direct and indirect impact on 
trends in resource usage, climate change, biodiversity, 
consumption and lifestyles, inequality, employment, 
quality of jobs, poverty, urbanization, wider 
governance structures  (= socio-technical landscape).



Definition of Deep Transitions

A series of interconnected and sustained fundamental 
transformations of socio-technical systems in similar 
directions, coming with surges of development (each surge 
taking 40-60 years) and leading to new socio-technical 
landscapes.

The coordinating mechanism is the change of meta-
regimes:

• From linear to circular economy
• From hyper to moderate globalisation (more localisation)
• From mass-production/consumption to collective & sharing economy 
• From carbonised to carbon neutral economy
• From resource intensive to frugal economy   



Definition of Meta-Regimes

• A meta-regime is a standard or model accepted 
across a wider range of socio-technical systems. It is a 
preferred way and common sense for improving the 
system, supported by sanctions, beliefs and values 
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Deep Transitions Dynamics: A Global View

Development surges which create meta-rules and regimes to contribute to the First Deep Transitions progression and directionality. 
Source: Schot & Kanger, 2018. 



Proposition One



Proposition Two



Proposition Three



Proposition Four 
Three mechanisms for achieving more coordination across 
the boundaries of a single system are structural, functional 
couplings, and narrative couplings.

Proposition Five 
Additional mechanisms, further facilitating and accelerating 
the creation of between-system links are the aggregation 
and intermediation work of inter- and transnational 
organizations. 



Proposition Six



Proposition Seven



Proposition Eight



Proposition Nine 
Industrial modernity as a macro-level selection 
environment is built up through successive Great Surges of 
Development creating a very long path-dependency in the 
evolution of socio-technical systems.

Proposition Ten 
Over the very long term, the First Deep Transition has 
created a dominant set of directionalities that gradually 
intensifies the double challenge (ecological & social one: 
e.g. climate change and inequality).



Proposition Eleven 
The aggregate outcome of the evolution of Deep 
Transitions is the formation of a portfolio of directionalities 
(embedded in meta-rules).

Proposition Twelve 
The double challenges stimulates the emergence of the 
Second Deep Transition.



The Deep Transitions Research & Action Programme

•

•

•

Launch of Deep Transitions History

Start of Deep Transitions Futures

Regional Spin-offs
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